Back taxes may be The Library’s demise
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Homeless inmate commits crime to return to jail

After being released from the Aiken County jail Wednesday, 37-year-old Eroll Davis threw a rock through the door of a business across the street and waited for police to arrest him, the Aiken Standard reported.

Davis was charged with malicious injury to property. He has been placed back in the detention center.

After throwing the rock into the A-1 Bonding & Enterprises Inc. building, Davis walked inside, grabbed a chair and took it outside to wait to be arrested.

According to Megan Doolittle, an employee at the business, Davis told police upon arrival, “I’m homeless, and I needed somewhere to go.”

— Hannah Jeffrey, Assistant News Editor

Officer avoids sentence after staged shooting

A former North Charleston police officer avoided jail time after a staged shooting last year, The Post and Courier reported.

Following the July 4, 2012, shooting, 48-year-old Sgt. Eddie Bullard was charged with misconduct in office and faced up to a year of jail time. However, the Ninth Circuit Solicitor’s Office dropped the charge in August after Bullard pleaded guilty to a charge of reporting false information to police and paid a $159 fine, according to court records.

Neither the State Law Enforcement Division nor North Charleston police wanted to see Bullard land in jail, so they decided the fine was a reasonable consequence, Assistant Solicitor Meg Sprinkle said.

“Neither NCPD nor SLED simply accepted Mr. Bullard’s version of what happened at face value,” Sprinkle said, according to the newspaper. “They realized very early on that his story did not add up, and they doggedly pursued and revealed its flaws.”

— Hannah Jeffrey, Assistant News Editor

Possibly pregnant shark recorded off Carolina coast

Mary Lee, the great white shark, was recorded swimming approximately 25 miles east of Hunting Island near Beaufort, according to The Post and Courier.

This past Wednesday, Mary Lee was making her way up the Coosaw River delta in St. Helena Sound.

Ever since September of last year, when she was tagged off the coast of Cape Cod, Mass., Mary Lee has been making her way up and down the East Coast, swimming her way down to Bermuda and back up.

Some researchers have speculated that Mary Lee may be pregnant, as the two-ton shark continues to peruse the coastline and thousands follow her progress online.

— Hannah Jeffrey, Assistant News Editor
ARTISTS • Continued from 1

"My work is based on female empowerment based on the heroic gesture of the 1950s, having a monotonous small mark seem big, bright and colorful. I think overall, people are enticed by the colors in general, but I like telling the story. I think a lot of people are like, ‘Oh, it’s about carvings or color,’ but I think of it as pathways and more of like a spiritual awakening for me."

Gwyn Marie Penwoke-Jones, artist at Tapp’s Art Center

"I feel like the story is a story that will move a lot of people, and the story of different family relations, the story of taking care of someone that’s dying — lots of us have been through this."

Ed Madden, associate professor of English

Local artists showcased their work last night at First Thursday on Main Street.

USC Symphony Orchestra
2013-2014 SEASON

KOGER CENTER FOR THE ARTS 7:30 P.M.

Tuesday, November 12, 2013

Tickets: Koger Box Office (803) 251-2222 or capitoltickets.com
$30 general public • $25 senior citizens/USC faculty & staff • $8 student
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Johannes Brahms
Academic Festival Overture
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Variations on a Rococo Theme, op. 33
Zhonghui Dai  guest conductor
Jia-Peng Nie, cello

Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Symphony No. 4, op. 36 in F minor

Congratulations to all our HOMECOMING 2013 winners!

Gamecock Greatness
Cup Winners

1st
DELTA DELTA DELTA
BETA THETA PI

2nd
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
PHI SIGMA KAPPA

3rd
DELTA ZETA
DELTA TAU DELTA

HOMECOMING COURT
KING — TIMOTHY OLSON
QUEEN — JENNAMARIE HILL
PRINCE — THOMAS LANDZERT
PRINCESS — CATHERINE DAVENPORT

Cocky’s Cup Winner
OFF OFF BROADWAY

Local artists showcased their work last night at First Thursday on Main Street.

The Daily Gamecock's "NO CASH? NO PROBLEM!"
We now make VISA, Master Card & American Express!
DON’T DRINK & DRIVE 803-799-3311

Your Vote Counts!
Cast your vote for a chance to win!

1st Place
iPad Mini

2nd Place
Under Armour Prize Pack

3rd Place
$100 Gift Certificate to Cowboy Roundhouse Steakhouse

Voting runs through December 2nd. Results will be published in a special issue of The Daily Gamecock February 26th. Winners will be notified December 4th. Download The Daily Gamecock app or go to www.dailygamecock.com to fill out the survey!
The Library faces a shutdown for a back taxes.

In a rather bizarre news conference held yesterday, Richie Incognito accused Martin of harassment and said he had feared for his life. Martin, the Dolphins' star offensive lineman, was released by the team last weekend after it was reported that he had been involved in a street brawl.

The contents of text messages sent from the Dolphins amid the scandal.

Incognito, who has been released, was apparently concerned that the plot to remove Martin from the team was underway. The Dolphins have denied any involvement in the plot.

The author's name, year in school and 200 to 300 words in length and include a photograph of the author, your residence, year and school area of study. Authors are expected to report accurately on all published work. Authors are also expected to report accurately on work that was submitted to The Daily Gamecock and was rejected, along with a photograph of the author, your residence, year and school.

Avoiding violence no knock on masculinity

Suggesting that a single example proves the entirety of Five Points' gang violence cracks me up.

For starters, The Library is owned by a family more ordinary than you might expect. Of course, there may be something else involved, but the group's management below the ordinary level seems to stretch.

The Library, like most every other bar, employs a dress code — a practice suggested by the Southern Spirit. Children's families themselves.

One can assume that the dress code works out gang members, but it is safe to say that The Library looks a little too expensive.

The Library's management doesn't seem to kick either, despite the multiple police forms for helping with suspicious activity.

By the sounds of that, we want more transparency regarding Lott's information. The family's livelihood is compromised by an enormous burden of according to Lott's response when asked what he knew about the situation: That The Library.

Pathos aside, how do we know Sherrifft and his team aren’t mixing up correlation and causation, and a mistake that can plague all too easy to make when distinguishing the Five Points nebula. Such a mistake may let in people of suspicious character, but what has this got to do with Five Points? They are surrounded by some dangerous neighborhoods, so traffic from the Five Points Practicality is at least for now. Furthermore, since The Library is located in the middle of Five Points, the bar may just be in the middle of the point.

I also want to ponder whether The Library's closure would ultimately hinder gang activity much. After all, it's impossible for the Five Points won't find another establishment to frequent? To reiterate, the extremity of Lott's words suggests that there may be a link we're unaware of, but until then, we don't want the Five Points community damaged even more, especially by the police of all police. We aren't the professional crime fighters here, and we know that. Five Points has presented a Gordian knot that will take time to resolve, that much is clear, but we can't let the police of all police make a conflict create more than there already are. While there may be more layers to this recent report, we must meet the eye, until the police local the knowledge, we're not sure we can take their findings in light on the Five Points.

The Library is getting the demolition in the Five Points.

However, the bar isn’t a notorious, high-profile gangster linked to a notorious, high-profile Al Capone treatment. It sure seems like The Library — of being the property of The Library and sets a terrible example for the culture that surrounds our sports.

The Library's management has presented a Gordian knot that will take time to resolve. And it is crucial that the management below the ordinary level seems to stretch.

In heralding a "healthy environment that is conducive to quitting tobacco on university property, USC will be enforced immediately in satisfying its lust for power. As long as USC can keep all eyes pointed toward cigarette promotion, its policy will go virtually unchallenged. Maintaining the argument that it is protecting its students, USC can continue to uphold smoking as a way of life.

The Daily Gamecock encourages students to express their views on matters of public policy through your letters to the editor. Letters can be submitted online at dailygamecock.com. Letters must be 200 to 300 words in length and include a photograph of the author, your residence, year and school.

NFC locker room culture needs change

The goal of The Daily Gamecock's Viewpoints feature is to encourage thoughtful discussion on the University of South Carolina campus. All submitted letters are expected to report accurately on all published work. Authors are also expected to report accurately on work that was submitted to The Daily Gamecock and was rejected, along with a photograph of the author, your residence, year and school.

The Daily Gamecock encourages students to express their views on matters of public policy through your letters to the editor. Letters can be submitted online at dailygamecock.com. Letters must be 200 to 300 words in length and include a photograph of the author, your residence, year and school.

The Daily Gamecock encourages students to express their views on matters of public policy through your letters to the editor. Letters can be submitted online at dailygamecock.com. Letters must be 200 to 300 words in length and include a photograph of the author, your residence, year and school.
Thanksgiving film has little logic, laughs

...over a computer time-traveling turkeys... (more)

Dressing up fun way to find personal style

...dress up for class, or go with a T-shirt and shorts... (more)
The community is led by Chief Broadbeak (Keith David), and Reggie falls in love with the president’s daughter, Jenny (Amy Poehler). “Free Birds” is a lame, repetitive and overlong bore. Too often, the film sacrifices consistent characterization for unfunny gags. In one scene, Jake and a no-nonsense turkey try to communicate through hand signals, which leads them to show off their dance moves and eventually dance together. A comedy is weak when it has to make jokes that contradict the way the characters act.

It almost seems pointless to try and chart the timeline of the time travel, but that falls apart without much thought. When the identity of The Great Turkey is revealed, it does not make sense that he or she knew to tell Jake to go back in time. Also, everyone knows that if someone goes back in time, they risk altering the future. Even in the context of a silly children’s film, the plot is too illogical.

The computer animation is subpar, somewhere between a quickly churned-out kids’ television series and a Dreamworks film. Jimmy Hayward (“Horton Hears a Who”) has co-written and directed a comedy that is nothing more than a silly kids’ film, but it is often so stupid and lazy. It throws in references to “Apocalypse Now,” “Raiders of the Lost Ark,” and “Braveheart,” but it is only for the most undemanding youngsters.

At a time when Pixar, Hayao Miyazaki, and Aardman Animations are making films, audiences can avoid “Free Birds” and let it wobble out of cinemas quickly.

Dressing up always proves to be a lot of fun. And it shows in the way you carry yourself for the rest of the day. Take a leap, get out of the sweatpants comfort zone and wear something different.
Sagittarius
You have an unusual advantage when you
look into the future. You are more perceptive
than others. Don’t ignore a brilliant idea. Make
love happen. Spread your love to those in
your orbit.

Aquarius
Don’t compare yourself to others. You do best
focusing on your own work. It’s not a contest any
way. Inspiration goes further than being demanded.
Pay back a favor. Good will builds kindness freely
given. Dream on loud.

Pisces
The pressure is increasing. Only use what you
need. Kindness is the most valuable gift. Find
the good news among the rubble. Don’t worry
inappropriately.
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Team's new season brings high hopes

New look team starts campaign with matchup against Longwood Saturday afternoon

Tanner Abid
SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

In coach Frank Martin's final press conference before South Carolina men's basketball gets its season underway Saturday, he said his young team has come a long way in the preseason.

"I'm happy with some of the things we're doing offensively," Martin said. "I think our young guys for the most part are trying to do what we ask them to. I was actually more pleased with the freshman that I was with the upperclassmen as far as their attention to detail."...